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Abstract 

 

Clothes are highly deformable objects. Existing robots are robust in folding a cloth from an 

easily recognized state, e.g. flat on the table, while they are clumsy in recognizing clothing 

articles in a previously unseen configuration. We focused on assisting our robot, i.e. the Personal 

Robot 2 (PR2), on identifying arbitrary configurations of a shirt. We modeled a shirt by printing 

a number of markers over it and recording the positions of these distinguishable markers. We 

implemented a computer-vision based system that tracked visible markers on the shirt, and 

reconstructed the shirt using the world coordinate of each marker. Furthermore, we created a 

realistic physics-based simulation that accurately models the real world, including gravity, self 

collision, rigid body motion and so on, to generate instructions to PR2 by taking the 

configuration of a shirt as input and work out a sequence of actions to take based on existing 

algorithms. The deliverables of our project indicate that a robot can recognize a clothing article 

in any arbitrary state with appropriate use of markers and in future the techniques can be applied 

to related applications. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Washer and dryer have come into people’s life for a long time in order to automate laundry work 

while folding still remains as a manual task. Huge efforts have been put onto folding yet no 

complete and robust system is presented. Robotic manipulation is still comparatively limited 

compared to human beings as it takes up to 10 minutes for an existing general purpose robot to 

fold a single T-shirt. The problem occurs because of the lack of a reliable model of clothes and 

once robot takes an inaccurately shirt configuration, it will follow a wrong path of folding and 

the whole process will fail.  

Clothes are highly deformable, meaning that shape, appearance and other visual properties are 

very likely to vary due to previous handling and different environments. [1] The biggest problem 

for a robot is to identify the configuration of a cloth. We aimed at creating a vision based 

simulation platform to enable the robot to virtually ‘see’ the shirt and thus determine the 

configurations and further actions of a folding process. The problem of ‘seeing’ a shirt poses a 

challenge to researchers and our solution is to seek help from markers.  

Our vision system is based on marker identification using a Kinect and ArToolKitPlus. First, we 

printed distinguishable markers over the entire shirt, took pictures with Kinect and used 

ArToolKitPlus to detect and identify every possibly seen marker. Second, we stretched out 

marker’s information, i.e. marker ID and world coordinates, from Kinect and mapped each 

visible marker to corresponding locations on the shirt. Finally, the shirt will be reconstructed in 

the simulation platform and this allows the robot to determine its configurations and took further 

actions.  
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The simulation platform that we used was the Bullet Physics which has an advantage in 

modeling soft body objects. We took extremely careful considerations in initializing the 

simulation in order to accurately model the real world, including gravity, air friction, wind force, 

soft body self collision, rigid-soft body collision and etc. such that the simulation is realistic and 

physics based. Since we could model the configurations of a shirt from above vision system, we 

implemented the whole process of folding a shirt from an existing algorithm by repeatedly 

grasping the lowest point on the clothes and starting the predefined folding process after finding 

a known state by the Hidden Markov Model (HMM).  

In this report I will focus on the vision system which we developed in the spring semester. Our 

group had a clear separate of work; I was in charge of the use of Kinect and ArToolKitPlus to 

detect and identify markers, acquiring world coordinates of visible markers and give them to 

Ruben. Ruben then reconstructed the shirt in Bullet Physics because he is more familiar with the 

simulation platform. Ruben also worked on some supplementary functions of marker 

identification, i.e. unwarping the warped markers (section 3.4.2) and the moving camera scheme 

(section 3.4.1) in order to overcome the limited resolution of Kinect. Siyu looked into the 

possibilities of using invisible markers (section 3.4.3) so that our deliverables have more market 

applications. In the fall semester our group has successfully demonstrated the use of Bullet 

Physics to simulate the folding process given the configuration of a shirt.  

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. In section 2 I will give a literature review 

on related researches to my part. In section 3, I will introduce and explain our vision system in 

details. In section 4 I will show our experimental results as well as discussing any relationship 
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and improvement over literature. In section 5 I will present our conclusion and discuss future 

work to achieve a better result. 
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2. Literature Review 

 

2.1. Bringing a shirt to a known configuration 

The process of folding a shirt from a known state has been well developed. Researchers 

have put much effort on bringing a shirt from any arbitrary state to a known state in order 

to apply the folding algorithm. The state-of-the-art technology in this field comes from 

Marco Cusumano-Towner et al. [1] 
 
 whose solution consisted of a disambiguation phase 

followed by a reconfiguration phase. In the disambiguation phase the robot repeatedly grasped the 

lowest point of the cloth, took observation and chose a most likely configuration using HMM. In 

the reconfiguration phase, taking the output configuration from the previous phase as input, the 

robot planned a sequence of actions to take and brought the cloth into the final desired state. The 

flaw in Marco’s model was the speed. The disambiguation phase could take up to 10 minutes 

since it kept looking for a known configuration by cues from 2D perception. The primary goal of 

our project is to solve the speed problem. 

We also referred to work by Jeremy Maitin-Shepard et al [2] as they successfully developed a 

system that allowed a generous purpose two-armed robot to fold a towel. Their approach was to 

start from a random configuration, go through a sequence of vision-based actions and find the 

edge and thus the four corners of a towel based on distinct features of each part. After the robot 

detected the corners, it became easy to fold the towel and bring it to a target location. This system 

has a similar flaw to Marko’s since the robot needs to go through a set of predefined actions to 

configure the towel and this is potentially time consuming. Furthermore, Jeremy stated that this 

system worked for towels only because features of a shirt were more complicated with sleeves 

and necks.  We improved the situation by putting markers on a shirt and thus turning the shirt into 

an array of markers. 
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2.2. Configuring a shirt using markers 

The marker technology involved in our project is similar to the work presented by 

Christian Bersch et al. [3] Christian printed fiducial markers containing digital 

information as IDs as described in [4] over the entire shirt. ArToolKitPlus [5] was 

adopted by Christian as a tool to detect and identify the markers. In Christian’s system, 

the robot grasped a point of the shirt and lifted it so that the shirt was in a corn shape. The 

robot then rotated the shirt slowly, searched for visible markers, mapped the locations of 

each marker to some known configurations and changed grasp points until the shirt 

reached a known configuration. Our system is very similar to Christian’s except that ours 

did not involve any grasping of the shirt because there was no simulation in Christian’s 

system so they had to manipulate the shirt until the permutation of markers were matched 

to a known configuration. Our simulation was reliable so we could transfer any state of 

the shirt into the simulation and determine a sequence of actions accordingly. The 

advantage of avoiding manipulations of a shirt was a significant increase in speed since 

computer simulation is much faster than robot manipulations. 
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3. Methodology 

 

In order to accomplish our final goal, we firstly need to print distinguishable markers over the 

entire shirt. We chose BCH markers because it offered over 1000 distinct patterns which were 

more than enough for our project.  

                                                 

Figure 1: BCH markers (left) and the marked-up T-shirt (right). 

Notice that due to time constrain and technical issues, we did not print markers onto the shirt. 

Instead, we printed them on the paper and pasted them onto the shirt. 

The entire process of our project is simplified and shown in the following flow chart.                                

 

Chart 1: The entire process of our project. 
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The Bullet Physics was the simulation platform that we adopted in fall semester. My teammate, 

Ruben, was in charge of step3, the reconstruction step in Bullet while I worked on the 

identification and position measurements of each marker. In order to achieve this goal, the 

primary hardware involved was Kinect for Xbox 360 and software I used were ArToolKitPlus, 

OpenCV and official Kinect SDK from Microsoft. 

2.3. ArToolKitPlus 

In order to detect and identify markers, as mentioned in previous sections, we used the 

ArToolKitPlus. This tool was able to detect BCH markers from a grayscale or binary 

image by pattern matching schemes. Since a number of researchers have tested and 

proved the stability of this tool, we simply took a picture and the software returned a list 

of detected markers together with their IDs, pixel locations and pose matrices in reference 

to the camera. I made use of the IDs and pixel locations combined the depth information 

from the Kinect to determine the world coordinates of each marker. The pose matrices 

were discarded because they the accuracy was not enough, according to Christian Bersch.  

Definition: 

To avoid confusion, I define ‘detecting’ a marker and ‘identifying” a marker here. 

By ‘detecting’ we mean the ArToolKitPlus knows there is a marker but is not sure which 

marker it is. By ‘identifying’ we mean ArToolKitPlus asserts the ID of a detected marker. 

The difference is because ArToolKitPlus can determine the existence of a marker by 

roughly matching a blurred or unclear area of black and white grids to the saved patterns 

while in order to tell exactly which marker it is, it has to see every single piece of grids 

and apply pattern matching schemes. The gap between ‘detection’ and ‘identification’ 

comes from the distance and resolution of the camera. 
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2.4. Adaptive thresholding 

ArToolKitPlus is sensitive to lighting changes because it uses a binary image as input and 

identifies the unique permutation of black/white grids within each marker. The brightness 

difference between a black pixel and white one tended to vary drastically when lighting 

changes and thus we applied adaptive thresholds to the image.  

The adaptive thresholding technique assigned a binary value to each pixel depending on 

local brightness around each pixel and thus significantly reduced the negative effect of 

lighting. 

2.5. Kinect 

Kinect is a device by Microsoft which is designed for motion sensing as an add-on 

peripheral for the Xbox 360 console. [6] Now many researchers use Kinect as a stereo 

camera to grab color images as well as the depth maps. The reason to use a Kinect in our 

project was because it could return 3D coordinates of markers in color images. Basically 

we passed the adaptive thresholded image into ArToolKitPlus and it identified markers as 

well as returning the pixel locations of four corners of each marker. Then we calculate the 

3D coordinates of a marker by first finding the distance of the marker with respect to 

Kinect by averaging pixel depths inside the four corners of a marker followed by a 

perspective projection. 

The challenge was that Kinect had a minimum working distance of around 90cm within 

which distance measurement would not work. On the other hand, since Kinect had a 

limited resolution, i.e. 640*480, the shirt could not be placed too far from Kinect. In fact, 
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if the distance was beyond 80cm, the markers could not be identified by ArToolKitPlus. 

So the range of distance from the shirt to Kinect was rather limited and we could not 

identify the marker and measure 3D coordinates at the same time. Thus we designed the 

following ‘moving camera’ scheme to handle this problem. Since it was Ruben who 

mainly worked on this scheme, I put it under ‘related work by our group’ section. 

2.6. Related work by our group 

2.6.1. The moving camera scheme 

Referring to the following flow chart, we basically started from a small distance to 

the shirt to let ArToolKitPlus identify every marker. Then we slowly moved the 

Kinect away from the shirt. At the same time we kept tracking of every marker that 

ArToolKitPlus detect, until it reached a point where Kinect was able to return depth 

information. 

 

Chart 2: The flow chart of the moving camera scheme. 
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With this scheme, our system could actually track every marker and finally get a list 

of visible marker together with their world coordinates. This list would then be 

inputted into the Bullet Physics to reproduce the shirt. There was no speed problem 

here since this scheme only took around 20 seconds which was much shorter any 

robotic manipulation. 

2.6.2.  Unwarping a warped marker 

A marker is easily warped when the shirt is not flat on the table and thus leads to 

incorrect identifications. My teammate, Ruben, developed an algorithm to unwarp a 

warped marker based on an Affine transformation between the locations of four 

corners of a marker and the locations of a standard square. Each pixel of the warped 

marker went through the transformation and formed a new square marker. Using this 

technique our system would be able to identify as many markers as possible. 

2.6.3. Invisible markers 

As for the requirement of Master of Engineering program, we looked into the 

marketing aspect of our marker technology. Apparently few customers are willing to 

buy a T-shirt with BCH markers on it. My teammate, Siyu, discovered the use of 

some interesting invisible marker that could potentially put our marker technology 

into the market. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

4.1.  ArToolKitPlus Result 

As mentioned in the previous section, ArToolKitPlus was chosen to detect and identify 

markers. The following three graphs showed the image taken by Kinect from different 

distances. 

                      

Figure 2: Photos from Kinect at a close distance to the T-shirt (left) and a far distance (right). 
 

Results: 

 Left Right 

Detect 62 120 

Identify 57 3 

As indicated by the results, when the clothes were close to the camera, ArToolKitPlus 

could detect and identify every marker visible markers. As the distance became larger, it 

could still detect many markers but hardly identify any. That was the reason we 

implemented the moving camera scheme. 

4.2. Final Results 

We hereby present the experimental results for the overall system, including marker 

identification by ArToolKitPlus, the moving camera scheme, upwarping and 
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reconstruction in Bullet Physics. In this report we will show figures of four cases and 

discuss them one by one.  

Case 1: The T-shirt was flat on the table. 

            

Figure 3 (From left to right): the T-shirt in the real world; the T- shirt in Kinect’s view with 
adaptive thresholds; the reconstructed T-shirt in simulation. 

As we can see from the rightmost figure, the shirt was perfectly reconstructed with a clear 

distinction between body part and sleeves. The array of crosses demonstrates the pattern 

of markers with each cross represents a marker. 

Case 2: The T-shirt had a fold which is pointed by an arrow in the leftmost figure.   

             

Figure 4 (From left to right): the T-shirt in the real world; the T- shirt in Kinect’s view with 

adaptive thresholds; the reconstructed T-shirt in simulation. 
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In rightmost figure, an arrow is pointed to the location of the fold. As indicated by this 

result, our system is able to accurately model the T-shirt with the exact location of the 

fold. 

Case 3: T-shirt had a fold which is pointed by an arrow in the leftmost figure. 

            

Figure 5 (From left to right): the T-shirt in the real world; the T- shirt in Kinect’s view with 

adaptive thresholds; the reconstructed T-shirt in simulation. 

In this case the reconstructed T-shirt was viewed from another angle. In rightmost figure 

an arrow is pointing to a gap between two parts of the T-shirt. The reason for the 

existence of this gap was that the Kinect could not see the markers under the fold and 

our system simply ignored these markers. The simulation engine allowed a piece of 

cloth to drop by gravity if no markers were found over that piece. So some parts of the 

T-shirt were fixed in the air while other regions that had no markers detected dropped 

creating a gap in the image. 

The result indicates that our system is able to reconstruct any markers it sees while it 

cannot predict the locations of undetected markers. This is reasonable since human 

beings cannot tell the configuration of the piece of cloth under the fold, either. 
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Case 4: The shirt was in an arbitrary configuration which was more likely to be seen in a 

real folding process. 

              

Figure 6 (From left to right): the T-shirt in the real world; the T- shirt in Kinect’s view with 
adaptive thresholds; the reconstructed T-shirt in simulation. 

  As shown in the rightmost figure, the reconstruction is quite successful as we can easily 

tell the location of each unfolded part of the clothes. 

Overall, performance of our system is stable and robust with any arbitrary configuration 

of the T-shirt. Our primary goal is to increase speed of recognizing a configuration. In 

our experiments, each case only takes up to 1 minutes and most of the time was spent on 

reconstruction since the simulation needed to handle air-friction, gravity, and cloth self-

collision at the same time. This portion of time can be reduced with faster processors. 

The time can be further reduced with the moving camera scheme eliminated if a 

binocular stereo camera with higher resolution is used. 

4.3. Invisible markers  

The left figure shows the marker under a UV light and the right figure shows what it 

looked like in the view of Kinect after applying a binary threshold to the image. 
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Figure 7: the invisible markers under UV light in the real world (left) and in the view of Kinect 

(right). 

These markers were initially invisible to human beings. Under the exposure to UV light, 

the markers were able to be identified by ArToolKitPlus after applying some simple 

image processing technique. The result indicates that it is possible to replace BCH 

markers by invisible ones and make our technology more market friendly. Due to time 

limitation, we did not print invisible markers over the entire shirt and conducted further 

experiments. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

The project gives us an opportunity to gain insights of cutting edge robotic manipulation 

technology. Through the research, I acquire plenty of computer vision knowledge including 

stereo processing and pattern recognition of visible markers. I also gain hands-on experience in 

working with a stereo camera such as the Kinect. To go further in this project, the solution to 

unidentified markers versus minimum working distance of a stereo camera should be carefully 

studied.  

Our team has successfully implemented a system to identify markers in the real world and use 

the 3D coordinates to reconstruct a shirt with printed markers in the Bullet Simulation Engine. 

Since my teammate has developed an efficient algorithm to reconstruct the shirt in the simulation 

platform with found markers, the weakest point in our project is the absence of a practical 

approach to identify every marker on a shirt. This drawback may lead to unsuccessful 

recognition of the states of a clothing article because of missing markers. 

The technology involved in this project has a huge number of potential applications. The 

simulation engine can be used to let researchers do experiment and test their algorithms. The 

interface we developed between the real world and simulation can be applied to any vision-

related commercial goods, such as any camera, target capturing system, the cleaning robot – 

Roomba and so on. Our discovery in invisible markers could potentially be a practical solution in 

robot cloth manipulation. 

To future researches in this field, I recommend the following: 
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1) Try to use a stereo camera with higher resolution than Kinect to avoid moving camera 

scheme. The moving camera scheme is designed and implemented because of the 

limitation of our hardware. A better stereo camera can save both time and space as it will 

require taking only one photo and do not have to track markers frame by frame. Kinect 

has a separate stereo system and RGB camera. Using a binocular camera is enough for 

this application and can also avoid errors in mapping pixels from color image to depth 

image. 

2) Try to print invisible markers which can only be detected under a UV light instead of 

BCH markers over the T-shirt. If the use of invisible markers is proved to be technically 

functional and can fit into our system, the market size of the marker technology is going 

to increase drastically. 
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